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1 Introduction 

1.1 Document Overview 

This configuration guide describes the required setup for employing the MaDaM system. Both software and 
hardware requirements are described, separated into server and client side. 

This document should be used to identify potential problems with the configuration of either server or clients 
before the launch of the projects in order to carefully evaluate potential solutions. 

1.2 Related Documentation 

Although other documents are not imminently required to check the software and hardware requirements for 
the MaDaM system, they can be used before or during installing and maintain to check that every aspect of the 
system is in order. It should also be noted that the customer LDAP configurations for users who want to use the 
system will also be described in this document. 

Related documents are: 

• MaDaM 2 Installation Guide 

• MaDaM 2 Maintenance Guide 

• MaDaM 2 Initial Setup Guide 

2 Server Configuration 

The following sections will discuss both the hardware and the software configuration recommended for 
running a MaDaM system. As usual, especially the hardware configuration is rather a guideline than concrete 
ruling. 

2.1 Hardware Configuration 

It is generally important that all used components are in Server quality. The system can run on physical servers 
as well as virtual machines, provided the following specifications: 

Physical server/ 
virtual machine 

Specifications 

CPU 4 each: 40MB Cache, 18 Cores, 36 Threads [e.g. Intel Xeon E5 or E7 Family CPUs] 

RAM At least 128 GB Server Grade 

Index Storage At least one Server running Elasticsearch (an Elasticsearch Node) with 256 GB free space 

Data Storage At least 3 times the annual data volume times the years of intended storage (e.g. 3 * 2 TB * 
2 Years of Storage results in 12 TB data storage capacity) GB Server Grade HDD with RAID 
10 

Data Base Relational Database (MySQL, PostgreSQL, …) for storing static information 

Network At least Cat 5 Standard (Fast- or Gigabit Ethernet) 

 

The given HDD requirement can also be substituted for any kind of preferred storage system (SAN, distributed 
storage). The MaDaM system merely requires a performant file system storage for persistency. 

Furthermore, The Raid 10 Controller is used in conjunction with the HDDs in order to establish redundancy for 
fallbacks as well as improve performance. 
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2.2 Software Configuration 

The server software configuration consists of the OS, an installed Java and a web application servlet to host the 
system. The other components (i.e. the hosted MaDaM system itself) will be provided and has to be installed 
after these components as per the MaDaM 2 Installation Guide. 

Due to Java being used to create the MaDaM system, the OS can be either Windows Server or a Linux Server 
Distribution. Please keep in mind the specific project circumstances. If one or more integrations are planned, 
the other systems may not support Unix execution. 

For test systems, the server hosting the MaDaM system can also be used as an Elasticsearch node. 

The general requirements can be summarised as follows: 

OS Windows Server 2012 or Linux Server Distribution (e.g. Red Hat) 

Runtime Java JDK 8 (8u144 or newer) 

Container Tomcat 8 (8.5.20 or newer) 

NodeJS 6 (6.11.4 or newer) 

Additional MySQL 5.7.20 or PostgreSQL 9.6 

Elasticsearch Node (Elasticsearch 6.2.2) 

2.3 Port configuration 

The MaDaM Software requires multiple ports to be opened. Most of these ports can be configured, but an 
overview of the default ports required is as follows: 

Server side 

• 2356 (Default Port for interactive analysis: EnCom) 

• 3000 (Default Port for interactive analysis: RemoteCallable) 

• 3003 (Default Port for Frontend) 

• 4321 (Default Port for importer link: EnCom) 

• 4332 (Default Port for interactive analysis: LicenseServer) 

• 8080 (Default Webapps Port) 

• 9200 (Default Elasticsearch Port if a dedicated Elasticsearch server is used) 

• Database Port if a dedicated Database server is used 

Client Side 

• 2356 (Default Port for interactive analysis: EnCom) 

• 3000 (Default Port for interactive analysis: RemoteCallable) 

• 4321 (Default Port for importer link: EnCom) 

• 4332 (Default Port for interactive analysis: LicenseServer)  
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3 Client Configuration 

The following sections will discuss both the hardware and the software configuration recommended for 
running the client software of a MaDaM system. Both client applications (MaDaM Importer and jBEAM) have 
similar requirements. Thus they will not be discussed separately. 

3.1 Hardware Configuration 

Contrary to the server-side hardware configuration, there is little project-dependent hardware. At the same 
time, there is a larger rift between the minimal requirements and the recommended requirements. Hence the 
hardware configuration will be specified in a minimal and a recommended subsection. 

 Minimum Hardware Requirements Recommended Hardware Requirements 

CPU Dual-Core Quad-Core 

RAM 512 MB 2 GB 

Storage 400 MB Free Hard Drive Space 

Other 1280x800 Resolution Display 1920x1080 Resolution Display 

Network At least Cat 5 Standard (Fast- or Gigabit Ethernet) 

 

3.2 Software Configuration 

The main focus of the software configuration is the Java installation. Java can either be installed in a 32- or 64-
bit version.  

If the 32-bit version is installed, the memory that the java process of the client application can use is limited to 
just above 1.4 GB.  

Hence using a 32-bit machine with more than that amount of memory does not provide additional 
performance advantages. Instead, it is suggested to switch to a 64-bit client. 

The website www.java.com hosts the latest version of Java. If there is no Java 8 installed on the client, the 
MaDaM system provides an internal, temporary Java 8 to run the client application which is removed after the 
MaDaM Importer (or jBEAM) is closed. 

For executing either of the client application, the specified version of Java is required to be installed. 

In conclusion, clients require a Java JRE 1.4 or newer and an HTML-5 compatible browser, for which Firefox or 
Chrome are recommended. Internet Explorer and edge also suffice as browsers. 

 Minimal Supported Browser Requirements 

Browser Internet Explorer Edge Firefox Safari Opera Chrome 

Minimal Major Version 11 14 50 10 45 60 

 

The HTML-5 compatible browser is required to access the web page that contains the user interface of the 
MaDaM system. Users are then capable of starting client applications (MaDaM Importer and jBEAM) from 
within the browser. 

It is recommended to always use the latest version of the respective browser. 

http://www.java.com/
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4 LDAP Configuration 

User management is often done by using an LDAP system. MaDaM is capable of synchronising user information 
with the company LDAP, avoiding managing overhead.  

User groups typically reflect the jobs of employees, like “Developer”, “Engineer” or similar titles. However, 
groups can also contain information about departments or even projects. 

Such kinds of information can be used by the MaDaM LDAP Connector to extract the proper “Roles” (the rough 
equivalent of groups) and therefore set a proper foundation for access rights management. 

A general requirement to the internal LDAP is that one particular group has to be defined as the “Login Group”. 
The “Login Group” indicates who is allowed to use the MaDaM service, and the authorization check then 
verifies each login attempt against this particular group in the LDAP. 

To complete this authorization check, the MaDaM system requires one system account that is capable of 
logging into the LDAP system and read the groups contained within. 

Both the login group and the system account have to be specified during the installation as per the MaDaM 2 
Installation Guide. 

If the groups within the LDAP system are not supposed to reflect the finer details of the user occupancy (like 
projects and departments), these can also be reflected via the User Role Management.  

The User Role Management is a stand-alone application that can be used to retrieve users from the LDAP and 
assign roles to them. These roles can then directly be used in the MaDaM system. 

How roles are used to check for access rights is explained in detail in the MaDaM 2 Initial Setup Guide. 
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5 Glossary 

HTML-5 Specific version of the Hypertext Markup Language 

JDK Java Software Development Kit 

JRE Java Runtime Environment 

LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, a protocol largely used for managing access rights and 
users 

 


